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About the Research


Early Learning Partnership Systems Research
–
–

Multi-donor trust fund, managed by the World Bank; 5 countries
Two goals:
provide policy makers with actionable information to guide delivery of
quality, equitable, learning at scale
2) build international evidence base on systems research in ECE
1)



Research Question
–
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How well does the pre-primary education system in Tanzania
perform in delivering quality, equitable, and sustainable early
learning outcomes at scale?

Systems: What? Why?

Not this!

Nor this!

Set of actors, institutions, processes, policies, etc.
interacting with each other to achieve a common
purpose: learning.
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‘Core Functions’ System Framework


Crouch and DeStefano (2017) identified a core set of capacities that
education systems should focus on to provide and sustain
improvements in learning:
setting and communicating learning expectations,
– monitoring and guaranteeing accountability for meeting those
expectations, and
– providing basic inputs for all and targeted support for struggling schools
and students
–
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Methodology


Interviews and discussions with Key actors
Government officials at national and local government levels
– Representatives of key donor agencies
– Lecturers at Teacher Training Colleges Heads of schools
–



Focus group discussions
Teacher trainees
– Parents of pre-primary students
–



Analysis of Secondary Data
MELQO (Monitoring Early Learning Quality Outcomes) Assessment
– EMIS
– Cost/Budget data
–




Review of key policies, plans, technical reports
Limitations
Small number of schools in two districts
– Timing of data collection
–
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Background: Policy Context
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Policy of universal, fee-free
basic education, including one
year of pre-primary



Immediate increase in enrolment
of 46%



Context of limited resources for
education and higher than
average birth rates and
population growth rate



Key Challenge: developing a
universal pre-primary education
system that produce learning,
even as it improves access, and
do so sustainably

Background: Pre-primary education system in numbers


Access
Enrolment: ~ 1.5 million (50% girls)
– Schools/Classrooms: 17,000
– NER: 46%;
– 5% enrolment in non-state sector
–



Equity
–



Large regional (and urban/rural) inequities.

Financing
~5-6% of sector budget
– Less than 2% of overall aid to education
–



Teachers
High Pupil-Teacher Ratios:1:183
– % with pre-primary certification (28%, MELQO 2017)
–
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Learning Outcomes (mean scores, MELQO 2017)
–

Numeracy (59%); Literacy (41%); SEL (44%)

Background: Pre-Primary System Actors
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Findings: Setting and Communicating Expectations
Some goals and targets in plans and policies, but most of these
goals relate to access, not learning
Competency-based pre-primary curriculum that provides specific
expectations about what children should know and do
Some teachers trained on the new curriculum, but many were not
using some of the recommended activities
Parents had limited information of learning expectations in the new
curriculum
Competency-based curriculum is a great start, but more needs to be done to define
clear and simple learning goals and communicate those throughout the system
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Findings: Monitoring against expectations
Curriculum provides assessment standards, but little evidence of
student level assessment using objective standards
Data collected on pre-primary as part of annual school census, but
nothing on learning
In 2017, first national assessment of learning was conducted, but
unclear how data are being used
Data on teacher performance or school/district performance on
learning not available

While some data exists, there is little evidence of systematic data collection and use
of early learning data.
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Findings: Providing basic inputs and targeted support
Struggling to provide basic inputs to all schools (enough skilled
teachers, classrooms, TLMs, etc.)
Very little evidence of system using learning data to provide
targeted or differentiated support (data does not exist)
Teachers report receiving instructional support from WEOs, QAOs,
and head teachers, but visits not regular, and favor urban teachers

Cannot yet provide basic resources for all schools, and learning data does not yet
exist for differentiated support
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Conclusion
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GoT has taken a bold and
ambitious step with their new
policy



Core system functions to
support quality learning at
scale are still emerging



The existence of competencybased pre-school curriculum of
sufficient quality is a good first
step, which can be starting
point to develop other
functions
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